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Abstract: CONTEXT–Simulation modelling provides insight into hidden dynamics underlying
business processes. However, an accurate understanding of operations is necessary for fidelity of the
model. This is challenging because of the need to extract the tacit nature of operational knowledge and
facilitate the representation of complex processes and decision-making patterns that do not depend on
classes, objects, and instantiations. Commonly used industrial simulation, such as Arena®, does not
natively support the object-oriented constructs available for software development. OBJECTIVE–This
paper proposes a method for developing simulation models that allow process-owners and modellers
to jointly build a series of evolutionary models that improve conceptual validity of the executable
computer model. APPROACH-Software and Systems Engineering principles were adapted to
develop a framework that allows a systematic transition from conceptual to executable model, which
allows multiple perspectives to be simultaneously considered. The framework was applied to a
logistics case study in a bulk commodities distribution context. FINDINGS–The method guided the
development of a set of models that served as scaffolds to allow the natural flow of ideas from a
natural language domain to Arena® code. In doing so, modeller and process-owners at strategic,
tactical, and operational levels developed and validated the simulation model. ORIGINALITY—This
work provides a framework for structuring the development of simulation models. The framework
allows the use of non-object-oriented constructs, making it applicable to SIMAN-based simulation
languages and packages as Arena®.

Keywords: discrete event simulation; logistics; participative modelling; operations research

1. Introduction
1.1. Content

Simulation models (SMs) in Operations Research do not have a unique characteristic,
but rather spread along a continuum. Classifications vary by nature and intent. In terms of
nature, the prescriptive versus descriptive difference is highlighted [1]. In the prescriptive
extreme, SMs aim at judging organisational behaviour against an norm, while in the descrip-
tive end, expectations are identifying system dynamics and improving understanding [2,3].
Other classification schemes emphasise differences in intent, which range from predictive
to exploratory [4]. On the predictive side, the simulation will aim at predicting behaviour
under different scenarios and places the focus of the project on the development of the
software implementation itself. In contrast, where simulation modelling is conducted as a
means for exploring behaviours [5,6], the focus is on the achieved understanding, and the
code becomes a means-to-an-end. This situation is accompanied by a blurred distinction
of the problem and solution space, which will only clear as the underlying dynamics are
better understood [7]. Thus, while the development of simulation models has common
aspects with Software Engineering, it can at times have a distinctive character, placing it in
its own light.
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1.2. Focus

The area of application is exploratory simulation modelling of logistic processes, whose
complexity stems from mismatching mental models by client and modeller attempts to
communicate ideas about the system. In cases like these, where exploratory type modelling
takes place, the distinction between problem and solution spaces are blurred at the outset,
requiring both parties to engage in participative development of the model [8]. Unlike the
modelling of physical processes, business applications are ruled by policies and practices
which are contingent with the organisation and may be misread by external observers [9,10].
Thus, client engagement in the development process is paramount as the modeller may
introduces biases originating from previous experiences or understanding.

This bridging of ideas is traditionally embedded in the Conceptual Model (CM) where
a common understanding [11] of the situation is expressed. This model is the result of a
‘problem structuring’ process [12], by which the parties develop a common language [13,14]
in an attempt to limiting definitional vagueness and infuse a pre-defined conciseness to the
executable software model [5,15]. On the basis of this model, the modeller can then write
the computer code, referred to here as the implementation model (IM), and expect it to
mimic real organisational behaviour.

The degree to which the real system and the computer model actually align is judged
by the validation of the model [16]. The process has two parts to it, namely the Conceptual
Model Validation and the Operational Validation [17]. The first assesses the assumptions of
the CM seeking to judge the adequacy of the problem definition, while the second looks at
how closely the IM behaves when compared to the real system, judging the implementation.
Though the theory is simple, there is a scarcity of guidelines to aid the model development
process as to achieve valid models [18]. While in the neighbouring fields of Software
Engineering [19] and Systems Engineering [20], the subject has advanced greatl; in that
of Simulation modelling it has recently regained interest [13]. Following the advances of
the Model-Driven and Model-Based (MD*) approaches of Software Engineering, attempts
to transfer some of the guidelines have been carried out, although the process has not
been straightforward [7] and has not gained widespread popularity in this field [21].
Some difficulties may be attributed to the open-ended and exploratory nature of business
simulation, while others may be that advances in MD* rely on Object-Oriented (OO)
principles that cannot be transferred to popular commercial simulation platforms.

In this paper, we present a framework to guide the participative development of
simulation models aimed at improving alignment between Conceptual and Implementation
models. The approach has two main objectives: extend the degree of participation the client
has in the model development process and embed a structuring scheme, which, without
relying on OO constructs, allow the simultaneous modelling of multiple operational and
decision-making levels. The first we achieve by introducing an intermediate model we call
the Design Model (DM). While this idea originates in the MD* approach [21], it differs from
the original context as it is not intended to aid productivity by automatic code generation.
Thus, we can dispense the need of semantic formalism to define its interpretation, as its
main purpose is to serve as a conceptual whiteboard for client and modeller to negotiate
which aspects of the real-world are to be modelled and how. For the second, we take
inspiration from the GRAI modelling scheme [22] and some Systems Engineering principles
to represent multiple levels at which decisions and process flows take place [23]. To achieve
this, we define a tiered template to represent these structures in a way that allows them to
be defined in the CM, refined in the DM, and coded in the IM.

2. Background Literature
2.1. Enterprise Modelling

The representation of transformational processes carried out in business referred to as
Enterprise Modelling. Enterprise models, even of the same organisation, differ according
to which transformational aspects are being focused. Per [24], the first order loop of
classical control theory can serve as a starting point for distinguishing between enterprise
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models. As seen from the perspective of the first order control loop, any organisation as
a self-regulated system carries out two distinct functions, represented by the Production
and Control subsystems (Figure 1). While the interaction of both sub-systems allows the
system as-a-whole to achieve a desired impact on the environment, individually they serve
different purposes. The Production sub-system represents the physical transformations that
give way to a service, while the Control sub-system embeds the decision-making aspects
that fine-tune the physical processes in response to incoming or expected changes.

Figure 1. First-order Control Loop.

The dual nature of organisational processes (physical versus decisional) also represents
the extremes upon which enterprise models can focus. Therefore, the same business process,
say the logistics of bulk commodities, can be modelled in distinct ways according to the
aspects which the modeller wishes to highlight. In this sense, three approaches have been
commonly adopted in different areas of application. The first, common in Decision-Making
Research and Information and Communications Technology (ICT) has a strong focus on the
working of the Control sub-system, its working and structure. Modellers in this tradition see
the enterprise as an information-processing system affecting a physical world [25]. Models
in this camp include the GRAI [22] and IDEF [26] methodologies. A second traditional
approach focuses on the operational side of business, reducing the Control sub-system to
an embedded set of rules and policies that guide and limit the behaviour of the Production
sub-system. This tradition has spawned many models and has mainly relied on System
Dynamics or some form of stochastic-based modelling as Discrete Event Simulation and
Agent-Based Simulation. The third approach is the field of Embedded Control Systems [27]
or Computer Integrated Systems [28], which is characterised by attempts to integrate
Production and Control sub-system models in a working whole [29].

2.2. Simulation Model Validation

The process of developing a SM involves linking the ‘real’ and the ‘simulation’
worlds [3,30,31]. In practice, there is no unique way of carrying this out [4], but always
involves linking ‘models’ used as artifacts to represent understanding [32]. The Conceptual
is the first closest to the real worlds, representing an extreme simplification that nonethe-
less defines the client’s interpretation of the problem and expectations [33] and serves as
the basis from where the modeller will construct the IM [34]. As the coding of the IM
requires specific technical knowledge, it is usually carried out by a modeller external to
the organisation.

Assuring that the IM inherits the essential traits of the CM is an important problem and
is assessed during the ‘Validation’ process. The term is shared by all fields involving some
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type of software development and may vary accordingly. In the specific field of simulation
modelling, the term encompasses two distinct instances: ‘Conceptual Model Validation’
and ‘Operational Validation’ [17]. The first aims to ensure the implementation model is
developed in a way that mirrors the clients understanding of the real-world system and
is usually controlled by a process called ‘Face Validation’ [16,34]. The second seeks to
ensure the behaviour of the computer model follows that of the real-world system with
enough accuracy and is tested by running the code and comparing results with historical
data [16,34].

In the development of cyber-physical systems an important problem is that the verifi-
cation and validation of the composition of heterogenous models. In the current application,
there is only one model of computation and only one domain specific modelling language
involved, namely that of the implementation model. All other models involved in the
composition process are natural language-based. The matching and merging process [35]
central to composition of heterogenous system in embedded systems contexts thus does not
apply here. More conceptual and operational validation processes are carried out between
client and modeller in face validation negotiation and not subject to mandatory certification,
as occurs in applications as aerospace or life-support cyber-systems. Moreover, having a
single model of computation, namely that of the implementation software, there is no need
to ensure the semantic and behavioural consistency of pre-compiled subsystems. Thus,
the problem of composition of heterogeneous models as seen from an embedded systems
perspective [36] does not apply in this context.

2.3. Modelling as Problem-Structuring

There is a general agreement that any modelling endeavour should begin with an ade-
quate representation of the client’s perspective on the problem [5] in a problem-structuring
process (Figure 2). As the communication gap between client and modeller [37,38] begins
to close, a CM will emerge. When carried out poorly, there is risk of incurring a system
description error [39], model translation error [39], or type III error [40].

Figure 2. Stages of the simulation model development.

Having agreed on the CM, the next step is deciding how to build the IM. While
software developers are accustomed to making a hard distinction between the problem-
structuring or ‘what-to-model’ (problem-space) aspect and the code-structuring or ‘how-
to-model’ (solution-space), this is not always the case in SM development. With some
exceptions [3,41,42], this situation is reflected in the literature, where simulation models
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jump from CM to IM phase, leaving the impression that the choice of structural aspects are
made on the basis of individual experience and judgement.

2.4. Programming and Modelling Languages

The development of an IM requires the use of a programming languages, which can
be either a general-purpose type as FORTRAN or C++, or a domain-specific version as
SIMAN or SIMULA. Both options are used for developing simulations and have found
different preferences in academia and industry [43]. The development of the intermediate
models and maybe even the CM calls for a different language referred to as a modelling
language. Depending on the IM development process, the modeller may need to use more
or less formal modelling languages. Where a MD* approach is pursued, standard OO-based
modelling language as UML [44] may be required. In cases where the development of
the IM is not going to be automatically generated, non-standard modelling languages can
be used taking advantage of past experience and in-house preferences. In any case, and
whatever the choice, there are trade-offs to be considered.

The first trade-off is between following an object-oriented paradigm or not, which is
tied to the choice of programming language. OO languages allow the natural bundling
of physical and behavioural components [45], providing an inherent mechanism for rep-
resenting abstract structures. Non OO languages such as SIMAN are better suited for
situations modelled via algorithmic decomposition [15]. This, along with others built
in special-purpose constructs and the development of the Arena® front-end [46], makes
modelling languages such as SIMAN more appealing in the representation of industrial
processes [1,45,47,48]. Thus, while OO based modelling languages allow a natural represen-
tation of complex systems, non-OO languages prove straightforward for representing the
dynamics where physical flows are involved [49], and this is an important consideration in
practical plant simulation and logistics.

2.5. Modelling Efforts

The Arena® simulation software, despite being one of the most popular simulation
packages for practitioners [50], lacks a natural way of mirroring the emergent behaviour
caused by high-level policies, low-level operations, and intermediate-level attempts to align
these extremes. In cases such as [51], processes are simple enough to be modelled in a single
representational plane or subject area [52]. This being the case, Arena® allows an easy and
precise graphical language that translation SIMAN’s functional constructs in a way that
clearly represents the problem at hand. In others, process flows and decision-making are
intertwined into a more complex system that the modeller is forced to compress into a
single representational plane. Some models are limited to operational planes [53,54], others
to higher level tactical or strategic ones [55,56], though some manage to present two of the
three [57,58]. In contrast, modellers using OO-based software can use native class support
to represent different instances of decision making and flow at various levels in such a way
as to show how they influence each other [59,60].

For applications striving for automatic code generation, the OMG consortium has de-
veloped an approach known as MDA as application standard of Model Driven Engineering
principles [61]. Following MD* ideas, MDA distinguishes between Platform Independent
Models (PIMs) and Platform Specific Models (PSMs) as a way of addressing the distinction
between real-world concepts and their specific implementation in software code. As the
value-proposition of MDA is the automatic translation of PIMs to PSMs, a large part of
the development revolves around the formalisation of the transformation process. The
approach provides a systematic method for structuring the PIMs in an attempt to guarantee
semantic clarity and an adequate transfer of underlying ideas into the PSMs. Still, the
problem of ‘structuring unstructured information’ is not addressed directly [61] (p. 3) and
needs to be taken care of by a domain analyst.

Another important aspect of model developments is the consideration of its interoper-
ability with the wider range of pre-existing enterprise models. The problem shares many
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aspects of composing heterogeneous modelling central to the field of Computer Integrated
Systems, and it also represents a serious limitation in the development of distributed
simulation models [62]. Various approaches to cope with this problem include [63,64].
An idea upon which we will build is that of building hierarchical models as to facilitate
the judgement of ontological and operational compatibility at different implementation
levels [24]. This approach is central to the Model-Driven Service Engineering Architecture
(MDSEA) [65] where the three MD* layers are implemented in terms of a global Business
Specific Model (BSM), a specific Technology Independent Model (TIM), and a contextual
Technology Specific Model (TSM).

2.6. Client Participation

Frameworks aimed at improving client participation have been developed for general
processes [8] as well as for supply chains [49]. Successful applications have also been
carried out in this context. In any case, the direct use of these on non-OO languages
and applications such as Arena® are not possible due to differences in representational
possibilities and constraints compared to OO-languages [21,66].

Work in areas compatible with non-OO languages is sparse. Some cases use the
Modelling by Elaboration (MBE) methodology [67], which authors developed as a set of
generic rules to guide the model construction process. Despite the absence of a specific
reference to applicability in non-OO software packages, the additive and sequential nature
of the rules make them compatible. A different approach was taken by researchers who
developed a generic solution type, much as in a template, but the results are only applicable
to a restricted domain of application [68]. The method was language independent and
extracted primitives from SIMAN, Arena®, Extend®, Simul8®, and ProModel®, and seems
to be applicable to both OO and non-OO simulation software.

The literature review reveals that there have been several attempts to guide the
simulation model development process of complex systems, although most rely on OO-
based software for implementation. Those who do not have either not tackled the specific
need of providing specific tools to aid the alignment of CM and IM or have been limited
to specific domains or problem types. Hence, there is a need for a framework that can
be applied to a wide range of domains, which will improve the alignment between CM
and IM and not be reliant on OO-oriented characteristics missing in popular commercial
platforms as Arena®.

3. Method
3.1. Purpose

The research objective was to develop a framework for developing simulation models
of complex systems in a way that allows extended client participation and increase in
transparency towards model validation. This is worth attempting as there is little guidance
on how to develop simulation models, especially with the added considerations of being
directly applicable to non-OO based software as the Arena® platform.

The difficulty of the endeavour stems from two sources: the situation being modelled
may be inherently complex and the development of the problem and solution spaces may
need to be developed as the project progresses. This requires maintaining a cognitive
bridge between modeller and problem-owner (client) as to allow assumptions and tacit
knowledge to be visible to both parts. Moreover, if non-OO software is to be supported,
we cannot rely on objects and classes as constructs around which to structure the data
and behaviour.

3.2. Approach

The present paper shows how this risk may be reduced by introduction of an in-
termediate step referred to as the ‘Model-Structuring’ process, through which the CM
is transformed into a platform independent representation while still conforming to the
constraints imposed by target simulation language. Though this additional step is central
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to MD* approaches, in our case we use it not as a way of formalising syntaxis and semantics
to allow automatic generation of code, but as an additional step towards improving the
transparency of the IM.

Our approach was to synthesise a set of guidelines to aid the development of the
conceptual model and its transformation into executable computer code. These guidelines
are represented by the Modelling Space diagram depicted in Figure 3, where the horizontal
axis (Model Evolution) represents progress towards the coding of the software model and
the vertical axis (Depth of Detail) levels of abstractions of each model.

Figure 3. Modelling Space as the set of choices to be made during the development of the model.

Building a SM thus requires both structuring the problem and later framing it in a
way compatible with the worldview of the software upon which it will run. The Model-
Evolution path relies on the MDE idea of using intermediate models to ensure underlying
assumptions are explicit and can be easily discussed between parties. Concurrently, the
Depth of Detail path imposes a breakdown structure that defines aspects and details to
be covered at each level. By representing these paths in a graph, we obtain what we
call the Modelling Space, which serves as a reminder for the methodological guidelines
to be shown for constructing the models. In the Model Evolution path, we present the
transformation of the conceptual model into the final computer code. To do so, we propose
a multistage process (Figure 4) through which modeller and clients work together to gain a
better comprehension of the problem situation. The process relies on principles synthesised
from various sources in the modelling and systems engineering literature (detailed below).

Figure 4. Model transformation: from conceptual to Simulation, subject to the allowances of the
software paradigm.
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The process begins with the Problem Definition, which is transformed to a Conceptual
Model (CM), with the aid of problem structuring guidelines. Once the CM is developed,
it is transformed into a Design Model, through a process of model structuring. Finally, the
DM is coded by the modeller as an Implementation Model (IM) in a process referred to as
model-coding. The transformation processes (problem-structuring, model-structuring, and
model-coding) unlike MDE approaches is to be hand-made but with improved transparency
as modeller and client spend additional time working out implicit assumptions by means
of the DM.

The Depth of Detail path represents a way of embedding a hierarchical structure in
the Conceptual Model that both eases development and allows the Implementation Model
to achieve a natural look. We used the traditional Strategic–Tactical–Operations (STO)
breakdown with our own set of rules (detailed below) as to what is represented in each
level (Figure 5).

Figure 5. Modelling Abstraction levels. Each levels representing a trade-off between scope and span.

The modelling space method prescribes developing a set of models aimed at solving
different problems at different levels of abstraction. The naming convention of each model
comes from combining the location of the horizontal and vertical axis positions (Figure 6).
For example, we can have a model called CM-S because it is a conceptual model at a
Strategic level, and an IM-O meaning an Implementation model at an Operations level.

Figure 6. Naming of models according to their position in the modelling space.
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The CM-DM-IM framework used here is consistent with the BSM-TIM-TSM frame-
work for EM interoperability. Both take a hierarchical perspective that makes it easier to
judge model compatibility. The main difference is that the former is more oriented to the
physical movement of products, whereas the latter to the decision-making process.

The framework was developed, tested, and refined in a case study that involved
the simulation of a complex supply chain setting. The industry host, which imports and
distributes bulk commodities through a multi-echelon network of warehouses and retail
stores, was interested in modelling stock levels dynamics to gain a better understanding of
capacity limitations.

4. Results: Framework for Model Development
4.1. Modelling Depth of Detail

The literature generally agrees the first step towards developing a simulation model is
building the Conceptual Model, which is step one in the Model Evolution path (Horizontal
axis). In contrast, what goes into a CM is not something agreed upon among scholars or
practitioners. Hence, following the notion that modelling of complexity requires a multi-
perspective modelling scheme [69], and in line with the GRAI model decision making
breakdown [22], we developed a template to guide the CM building process.

4.1.1. Modelling Template

The modelling template will aid the creation of the various models while embedding
a natural hierarchical structure reminiscent of the classical Strategic–Tactical–Operational
pyramid (Figure 7). This representational scheme allows multiple perspectives to be mod-
elled simultaneously, providing some degree of systematicity while avoiding information
overload. Moreover, if using PI languages, it will provide a systematic way of identifying
drivers of system change (Entities—see Section 4.2.2).

Figure 7. Layered template for Modelling Abstraction levels.

The modelling template stacks three modelling levels or planes, each with a unique
scope/detail perspective allowing a natural flow from the general to the specific. At level
one (Strategic plane), the system is modelled as a black box identifying only the interactions
with the Environment. At level two (Tactical plane), the system is modelled from a bird’s eye
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view perspective, as high-level processes, and the focus is understanding how they interact
with each other. The lowest level (Operations plane) models the actual transformations that
allow the system to fulfil higher level behaviours. In summary, the template presents a
cascading set of models with increasing degrees of complexity, whose functions are to
resolve the requirements set by its predecessor.

4.1.2. Underlying Principles

The framework relies on a series of principles taken from various modelling fields.
The first principle is that of Environmental Interaction or Black Box modelling [25], from
Systems Engineering. It states that any system viewed from a sufficiently high level of
abstraction (in our case the strategic level) can be modelled only through its interaction
with the environmental actors. As this idea aligns itself with a strategic view of business,
we resolved to use it as a guide to the modelling of the business at this level. Thus, the first
level of the layered template represents the interaction the system under study has with its
main environmental actors (Figure 8).

Figure 8. The Strategic Plane focuses on system-wide interactions.

To explain the inner workings of the system, we need a systematic way of deciding
the breakdown. For this, we rely on the function-as-seed principle (FAS) and detailed-hierarchy
principle (DHP) from the Object Process Methodology [70]. The FAS states that in a hierar-
chical model, the level above should represent the systems function, while the level below
should represent the mechanisms by which that function is achieved. The DHP states that
when the graphical representation of a level becomes cluttered, then a new (subordinate)
level should be added.

To keep the model parsimonious [5,16] and minimise the cognitive load placed on
the user [52], we apply the principles of modularity [25] and abstraction [71]. The first is
the combined notion of locality [72] and information-hiding [73]. Locality loosely refers to
designing the model such that the related information is clustered, and information-hiding
implies keeping the internals of a process hidden unless needed. The second is a merge
of the principles of self-organisation and peer-interaction underlying the Model-Driven
Engineering approach [20], which we collectively refer to as Localised Interaction Principle
(LIP). In accordance with this idea, we suggest that the sub-systems of a greater system
should be modelled so as to engage in peer-to-peer negotiation and communication at their
level when possible.

Working together, these principles provide part of the rationale for the development of
the levels two and three of the modelling templates. Per FAS, the layer below the Strategic
Plane, namely the Tactical plane, must explain the mechanisms by which the system-as-
a-whole, carries out the input/output interactions with the environment. The level of
detail is moderated by DHP and the LIP, a combination of requirement/restrictions makes
the structure-based modelling approach [25] easily implemented by using a swim-lane
diagram [74] or similar representation method. As this modelling perspective aligns well
with the view middle managers have of organisational processes, we termed this the Tactical
plane. At this level, the building blocks are the processes and their interactions, which
according to LIP should occur among similar ranks (Figure 9).
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Figure 9. The Tactical plane focuses on main process interactions.

Finally, at the Operations Level, the finer details are disclosed of how business trans-
formations actually occur. This is performed in the lower levels of the layered template,
which can be nuanced in accordance with the expected fidelity of the model [16]. At this
level, the key processes described in the tactical level need to be disclosed in full detail, and
hence aligning with the shop-floor perspective, see Figure 10.

Figure 10. The Operations Plane focuses on transformational activities.

4.2. Model Transformation Process
4.2.1. Developing the Conceptual Model

The CM represents a shared and solution-independent representation of the system. Its
purpose is being the first instance by which client and modeller share their understanding
of the situation at hand. The problem-structuring process central to the development of the
CM can be systematised with the modelling template, as seen in Figure 11. As the CM-S
(first level conceptual model) is a black-box view of the system, we focus on identifying
system-wide inputs/outputs. At the CM-T model is a high-level view of the business and
requires laying out key processes. In contrast, the CM-O model is a detailed, albeit myopic,
view of the internals of these processes.

Figure 11. Conceptual Model in the Layered Template Form.

The template provides a mechanism for ensuring congruence of the cognitive under-
standing of the various agents in the model-development process.

4.2.2. Developing the Design Model

The role of the design model is to serve as a mid-step between the CM and the IM,
allowing the problem situation as understood by operators to be re-formatted in terms of
the simulation language worldview. This step is straightforward when using OO languages
as they have greater flexibility in terms of mimicking abstract structures. In the case of non-
OO languages, the transformation may not be as natural. Still, we believe in the combined
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use of the modelling template and specific considerations regarding the Process-Interaction
approach (PI) allowed by the SIMAN language and the Arena® platform.

The process–interaction approach sees the world in terms of States (represented by
state-variables) that change only upon the occurrence of predefined Events, caused by the
flow of Entities and their corresponding interaction with certain parts of system [75,76].
Thus, Entities play a central role in PI modelling and will be the first step in the CM to DM
transformation (Figure 12).

Figure 12. Design Model in the Layered Template Form.

System state changes in the PI view can only be triggered by the arrival of entities [77].
As environmental interactions are a natural source of change in the real-life system, here
we find our first source of the Entities. Thus, the first step in the development of the
DM-S model involves the conversion of CM-S ‘interactions’ into an Entity type we called
‘Work-Orders (WO)’ (Figure 13).

Figure 13. Converting the Conceptual Model to a Design Model.

As these entities flow through the system, other processes, which in PI languages
result in alternative paths, triggered resulting in concurrent internal processes. As in PI
only one process (namely that through which the active entity flows) can be active at a
given time, we need to create a way of systematically ensuring this happens. Thus, we
introduce the second rule, which states that if a process needs to interact with a peer, it
should do so by cloning the WO, which gave way to the need, and feeding it back as a
modified entity, now called a Request Order (RO). This second source of entities, related to
the WO, but differentiated in time, act as inter-process messengers allowing key process to
negotiate according to the LIP.

Thus, step two of the CM to DM conversion process is converting inter-process
interaction into RO (Figure 13). A point worth noting is that certain system behaviours may
not be representable through the process–interaction approach [45]. If this were to happen,
the modeller will have to artificially cut this aspect out of the system and place it as part of
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the environment, where it can be modelled using other methods. Thus, in some cases, the
modeller will need to iterate back to the CDM model to reflect this change. Our case study
illustrates this situation as we had to model an internal agent-based decision process that is
to be modelled as an external process (see Section 5.1 MRP as an environmental actor).

The last step is the transformation of the CM-O into a DM-O, which, although straight-
forward, has the added complication of the representation method. Having decided how
to route incoming and fed-back entities, it is necessary to define the activities with which
WO and RO will engage. For this, we re-write CM-O in a sequential form to obtain DM-O
(Figure 13). This stage will mostly be carried out by the modeller as it requires a thorough
understanding of the constructs upon which the software of choice is constructed. In
our case, and due to the choice of Arena®, we developed a stripped-down version of its
graphical language to represent the structure, without introducing nuanced details that
would keep our clients from understanding the general flow of the program (see Figure 14).

Figure 14. Pseudo-code in place of the Arena® graphical language.

Modelling Language

Regarding the modelling language to be used for the DM, we see no need to rely
on standardised options. If the situation allows, the modeller may use universal types
or develop an in-house option, the main point being that modeller and client need to be
familiar with them. In our application our clients were not accustomed to using any of
the common standard languages so we developed a stripped down version of the Arena®
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domain specific language [78] (Figure 14). Introducing a standard modelling languages
as BPMN [79,80] or sysML [78,81] would have introduced and added an unnecessary
cognitive, which we opted to avoid. In any case, as the specific languages used for the DM
is not central to the framework, the user may choose freely.

4.2.3. Developing the Implementation Model

This final stage involves writing the software code, a process we called Model-Coding.
Through this process we translate the DM pseudo-code to the simulation language of
choice. The only requirements on the software side is for it to handle nested functions or
subroutines, a functionality incorporated to Arena® in its later versions [1,75,82]. The actual
coding process will be dependent on the language chosen as it will involve translating
the DM as well as introducing ‘house-keeping’ code purposely ignored during the model-
structuring process (Figure 15). This ancillary code typically involves error checking
functions, data conversion, and accounting procedures to represent the performance metrics
to be used in the model.

Figure 15. Converting the Design Model to an Implementation Model.

4.3. Integration

The overall approach is demonstrated in the case study of Section 5. There we show
how we developed a CM with various layers in accordance with the Section 4.1 (Mod-
elling Depth of Detail). Once completed we carry out the model transformation process
of Section 4.2 (Model Transformation Process). The overall process (Figure 16) allows
client and modeller on assumptions made at different levels of abstraction and during
the software writing process improving model robustness by achieving higher conceptual
model validation.

Figure 16. Steps in the of the development process.

5. Applications to a Logistics Case Study
5.1. Conceptual Model

The Conceptual model was developed as a collaborative effort between the modeller
and the logistics team. Starting with problem definition, the conceptual model was built
through visits, interviews, and discussions with key referents. We found it easier to build
the conceptual model starting from the operations plane as it was both more concrete and
easier to explain. As we progressed through the operations plane, tactical level processes
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emerged naturally out of the description. The strategic level was the last to make itself
clear, but later became the basis for later iterations.

The Conceptual model at the interaction plane level (CM-0) is an abstract agreement
on what constitutes the system under study. In the case study, we developed an early-stage
candidate which later changed due to the difficulty of including complex decision-making
processes in the process-interaction worldview. The final version (Figure 17) includes a
Distributed Inventory System (DIS) and two external blocks, MRP and SALES, which form
the environment.

Figure 17. Conceptual Model—Interaction Plane (CM-S). * Inter-store transfers not applicable to
all stores.

The Conceptual model at the systems plane level (CM-S) is a high-level overview of
the system under study, highlighting the main processes. In the case study, the system is a
group of deposit stores that interchange stock. The complexity of our system required us
to break down the system plane layer into a two-level structure according the DHP and
LIP principles. The top-level structure (CM-T) represented the network of stores, whilst
sub-levels (CM-T-A and CM-T-B) represent processes occurring inside the deposit stores
(Figure 18).

Figure 18. Conceptual Model—Tactical plane CM-T (blue) and sub-planes CM-T-A & CM-T-B (green).
The round inset is meant to show that CM-T contains both CM-T-A and CM-T-B.

The Conceptual model at the operations plane level (CM-O) is the shop-floor rep-
resentation of the business processes (Figure 19). This was our first interaction with the
processes, so we found that representing the industry-specific operations with custom icons
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and using swim-lanes to group processes was an easy way to validate our understanding
with the process-owners. Operations across the network are similar enough to allow one
model for all stores. Moreover, as was later realised, Sales and MRP (procurement) had to
be modelled outside of the Arena® environment.

Modelling 2022, 3, FOR PEER REVIEW 18 
 

 

 

Figure 19. Conceptual Model—Operations Plane (CM-O) represented in swim lane form. We
developed the CM-O with our own symbols. Optionally BPMN notation could have been used.
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5.2. Design Model

The DM at the strategic level (DM-S) was obtained by using the method outlined
in Section 4.2.2, which stipulates using CM-S as a basis for the transformation process
(Figure 20). In the final model, MRP and Sales were modelled outside the Arena® model
and thus appear as environmental interactions in the model.

Figure 20. Conversion from CM-S (detailed in Figure 18) to Design Model–Strategic level (DM-S).
System elements highlighted in blue, environmental actors in pink.

The DM at the tactical plane level (DM-T) was also developed via the method outlined
in 4.2.2. As CM-T had sublevels (T-A and T-B), these gave way to DM-T-A and DM-T-B in
the conversion process (Figure 21).

The DM at the operations plane level (DM-O) was also developed using the guidelines
of Section 4.2.2. As the operations were numerous, multiple sublevels were needed to
comply with the DHP and LIP principles (Figure 22).
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Figure 21. Conversion of CM-T (detailed in Figure 18) to Design Model—Tactical planes. Main plane
(DM-T) highlighted in blue and sub-plane DM-T-A in green.

Figure 22. Conversion of CM-T-A to DM-T-A (detailed in Figures 18 and 21) and finally into one of
the Design Model—Operations sub-planes (DM-O-A.2) highlighted in beige.
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5.3. Implementation Model

The implementation model was developed as per Section 4.2.3 from the DM, again
inheriting a nested sub-model structure. At the interaction plane level (Figure 23), we still
see a resemblance with both business processes and the conceptual model, which will fade
away the deeper we go into the operations plane due to the ancillary code.

Figure 23. Conversion of CM-S to DM-S (detailed in Figures 17 and 20) and finally into IM-S. System
elements are highlighted in blue and environmental actors in pink.

As we dive deeper into the details of the business operations the Implementation
Model (Arena® graphical language) lose immediate resemblance. In the Implementation
Model-Tactical Plane (IM-T), the inclusion of error checking code and other innate require-
ments of the programming language make it look slightly different and more complex
(Figure 24).
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Figure 24. Conversion of DM-T into IM-T highlighted in beige. Top left is DM-S (detailed in
Figure 20), from where top right DM-T comes from (detailed in Figure 21). The diagram shows the
relationship between the sub-models. The details of the individual models are not relevant to the
present discussion.

As the CM-T and DM-T had two sub-models, these also translate into their IM versions
(Figure 25).
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Figure 25. Conversion of DM-T-A into IM-T-A sub-model highlighted in beige. Top left is DM-T and
top right sub-model DM-T-A (both detailed in Figure 21). The diagram shows the relationship be-
tween the sub-models. The details of the individual models are not relevant to the present discussion.

In the Final stage, we represent the Implementation Model—Operations Plane. As
these layers also had four processes represented as sub-models, they will also have their
own representation (Figure 26). At this stage, the logic underlying logic becomes obscured
by the code, which is the reason we opted to use an intermediate Design Model to discuss
the logic and assumptions with our client.
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Figure 26. Conversion of DM-0-A.2 into IM-0-A.2 highlighted in beige. Top left is DM-T-A (de-
tailed in Figure 21) and top right is DM-O-A.2 (detailed in Figure 22). The diagram shows the
relationship between the sub-models. The details of the individual models are not relevant to the
present discussion.

5.4. Modelling Results

Upon completion, the IM was run using Arena version 16.1 with historical input and
output (sales) data to determine inventory levels in two representative stores. The results
are shown in Figure 27.

Figure 27. Snippet from the Arena® dashboard with some of the modelling results.
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The precise interpretation of the results is not important here; rather, the diagram
shows that the framework is successful in its ability to evolve detail in the model space.
These results were presented to the client, who confirmed that it reflected their understand-
ing of their inventory dynamics.

5.5. Evaluation of the Approach

It is difficult to evaluate the efficacy and efficiency of the approach on quantitative
grounds. Subjective assessment indicates that the amount of effort required to develop
the code was not necessarily reduced. Rather, the benefit was the increased face validity
of the model. This was evident in confirmatory statements from the client, and their
progressive acceptance of the model as it grew. The client appreciated the ability to adjust
the direction of the model development, as they better understood the model and their own
assumptions. The approach facilitated their ease of understanding and the development of
the problem and solution spaces as the client understanding of the internal dynamics of
their processes improved.

6. Discussion
6.1. Summary of Contributions

This work makes several novel contributions to the field of business process simulation.
Firstly, it presents a systematic way of developing simulation models in a way that makes
assumptions regarding system behaviour (client-side) and how this will be mirrored in
software (modeller-side) explicit. The Model-Space template, which combines abstraction
(Strategic-Tactical-Operation) and evolution (Conceptual-Design-Implementation) layers,
serves as a bridge for both parts to express their implicit understanding. This is partic-
ularly important in the field of Discrete Event Simulation models of business processes
as logistics. The fact that these processes are not solely governed by universal physical
laws but by organisational policies, places a requirement on validation of any assumptions
of applicability of ideas and pre-built software code that the modeller may have used in
the past.

Second, not all modelling software used in industry is object-oriented; it allows a way
of structuring the intermediate (design model) without using object-oriented constructs
as objects and classes. Moreover, it facilitates embedment of a hierarchical breakdown
structure with a process–interaction worldview supported by most of domain-specific mod-
elling languages (even those with OO compatibility). It does so by relying on algorithmic
(linear) decomposition made explicit by the layered model template. It also preserves the
natural multiplicity of perspectives of process-owners by allowing them to co-exist the
strategic–tactical–operational pyramid. Most important, it allows this layered perspective
structure to be transferred into the final software by a conversion process that preserves the
one-to-one correspondence between the way the situation is perceived in the Conceptual
Model and the way the code is structured in the Implementation Model.

Thirdly, the whole process is conducted in a stepwise fashion, allowing client and
modeller to engage in a continuous sharing of interpretation. This allows the transparency
in regard to how the modeller will implement organisational dynamics in the software
while minimising the technical jargon. This has the added benefit of helping the participants
test their intuitive understanding of both the real system and the way it will be modelled in
software. This both strengthens the validity of the model and contributes to the original
aim of exploratory simulation endeavours as the improvement on the understanding of the
systems characteristics and behaviour.

6.2. Implications for Practitioners

The framework stresses a division between problem-structuring and the code-structuring,
placing a clearer aim for the modeller–client interaction at each stage. At the problem-
structuring stage, the method should allow for multiple internal perspectives to be in-
tegrated. Assumptions regarding system behaviour and the way their dynamics will
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be represented in software becomes explicit in the different levels of abstractions or the
model transformation process improving model robustness by achieving higher conceptual
model validation.

The method allows tailoring to the amount of detail needed for each situation. The
modularised nature of the development process allows owners of a specific aspect of the
problem-situation to participate fully in whatever level they are required without having
to understand the rest of the model behaviour, thus mirroring their real-world situation.
Therefore, managers of high-level processes could participate in the development of the
higher-level planes, while the modelling of lower-level activities could be performed with
whoever oversees them.

6.3. Limitations of the Work

This work has several limitations. The first being the lengthiness of the process. In
practice, this may limit its usefulness to situation in which either client participation is
paramount or in which the complexity of the system requires careful validation of the
model. Second is the focus on the process-interaction worldview. Again, this makes the
framework useful primarily in cases where the implementation model will be parsed in a
process-interaction based platform, as is the case of Arena®. Third is the assumption that
the system to be modelled is structurally complex. By this, we mean complexity stemming
from multiple interactions between simultaneous processes. In situations where complexity
does not stem from a relatively large number of interacting elements, the cost of building
the model through the stepwise process may not justify the insight obtained and thus may
be disadvantageous. Finally, the DM lacks a versioning control method that could help
keep track of changes as the development process progresses.

7. Conclusions

The purpose of this paper was to derive a framework to guide the development of
exploration-aimed simulation models. In these endeavours, there is a need to ensure
understanding between client and modeler so as to achieve greater model validity. This
was achieved by integrating ideas from Systems and Software Engineering to build a
layered abstraction scheme to serve as a template to a series of models, ending in the
computer code. The integration is represented as a “modelling space”, which is populated
by different types of models in an attempt to allow a natural flow from the mental model
of the problem to an executable computer code. Guiding the process are the principles of
function-as-seed (FAS), detailed-hierarchy (DHP), locality- and information-hiding, and
localised interaction, which we combined under the localised-interaction-principle (LIP),
which were combined with a hierarchy reminiscent of the Strategic–Tactical–Operational
(STO) breakdown. The resulting template, called the modelling space, and snippets of a
real-case application models are shown in Figure 28.

This paper demonstrates the feasibility of using a principles-based approach for devel-
oping simulation models. The proposed framework allows extended client participation in
the model development process, which fosters the interchange of tacit knowledge resulting
in better chances of reaching a valid model. The framework was demonstrated by its
application to a case study in logistics. An extended benefit of the framework is its ability
to frame the problem at hand in a way that does not rely on classes and objects and thus
can be directly implemented in non-object-oriented software.
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Figure 28. Modelling Space populated with representative models from the case study.
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